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Agenda
• Emerging Trends
• Government on Demand
• Cloud Technologies
• Practical ideas to implement on-demand 
solutions in Departments
• Review - Real life applications
• Video- Overview of a Best Practice 
solution
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Emerging Trends










What is Government on Demand?
• On Demand implies providing services to 
customers
– When they want
– What they want
– How they want
– Where they want 
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What are Cloud technologies?
• Cloud computing, often referred to as 
simply “the cloud,” is the delivery of on-
demand computing resources—everything 
from applications to data centers—over 
the Internet on a pay-for-use basis.
» Elastic resources—Scale up or down quickly and 
easily to meet demand
» Metered service so you only pay for what you use
» Self service—All the IT resources you need with
self-service access
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IaaS*
• Infrastructure as a service provides 
companies with computing resources 
including servers, networking, storage, 
and data center space on a pay-per-use 
basis.
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PaaS*
• Platform as a service provides a cloud-
based environment with everything 
required to support the complete lifecycle 
of building and delivering web-based 
(cloud) applications—without the cost and 
complexity of buying and managing the 
underlying hardware, software, 
provisioning, and hosting.
* as defined by IBM
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SaaS*
• Cloud-based applications—or software as 
a service—run on distant computers “in 
the cloud” that are owned and operated by 
others and that connect to users’ 
computers via the Internet and, usually, a 
web browser.
* As defined by IBM
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Solution as a Service**
• (IaaS+PaaS+SaaS)+Industry 
Knowledge+Best Practices+Rapid 
Implementation +Ongoing support 
packaged as a solution to a specific 
problem and offered as a service
**as defined by Chekuri Raju/SBSPortals
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Current Cloud Usage
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PRACTICAL IDEAS ON HOW 
YOU CAN OFFER ON DEMAND 
SOLUTIONS






IV. Seek permissions 
(Approvals/Permits/Inspections)
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How to be ready for 
Government on Demand
• Convert Paper/Books/Film to Digital
• Implement Document Management
• Use some workflow technology
• Define & document how you want to 
process departmental requests
• Select a solution Provider
• Implement, Train staff and Launch
• Communicate to Citizens
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Document Management
• Organize and Store in Digital File cabinets
• Easy Search
• Retrieve & view, Print or Forward
• OCR for intelligent search
• Control Versions
• Redact
• Expose to Public ……
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Workflow
• Ad-hoc & Predefined structured processes
• Ability to electronically route 
Tasks/documents
• Track Cycle times of steps & process
• Reports to track status, workloads etc.
• Ability to reroute tasks and requests
• Automatic Notifications, escalations
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What to look for?
• Vendors focusing on county departments
• Look for Solution Providers not just 
technology
• Make sure you own the data
• Make sure you are not tied by contracts
• Get a copy of your data on a periodic basis
• Ensure high availability with reimbursement 
for excessive outages
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Government Departments
- Key Measures
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Tippecanoe County
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White County
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My entire office loves the program! It is so much more convenient to 
be able to access the books online. We appreciate that both pages 
are scanned together so we can see the digital product exactly as we 
look at the books; there is no clicking from page to page to see one 
specific transfer, it is all on the screen at once and the scans are 
more clear than they are in the actual books. We are especially 
excited about being able to offer researching capabilities outside our 
office hours. Researchers can now search our books anytime of the 
day or night!
We love the product and our taxpayers love the price! It was a 
fraction of the cost of the competitors. Searching is quick and easy 
and self-explanatory so no special training is necessary. The product 




• Is anyone already using cloud to offer 
services?
• Based on what we have discussed, how 
many of you would like to implement these 
types of services?
• How many of you think that cloud solutions 
are less secure than premise-based 
solutions? i.e. On-site servers
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What’s next?
For additional ideas on how to implement 
On-Demand Cloud Solutions:
Attend ongoing online webinars:
• 5 ways to make Government on Demand  
applicable to your county & department
• How to select suitable Cloud solutions
• Five Steps to launch “on-demand services” in your 
county department
Call to register: 800 974 1841
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